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Generator Associates, the fastest growing auxiliary power generation
company in the UK, announce their expansion into the short and medium term
generator hire market due to increasing customer demand.
May 2006
Businesses are increasingly realising they must take action to prevent power cuts from threatening their operations.
Some clients already have a genset, but need to hire a generator whilst it is serviced, or perhaps they know of a
planned mains shutdown and need to hire a generator for this short period.
Generator Associates Ltd is pleased to announce the expansion of their service offering to include generator hire,
including diesel generators from 10 to 1250 kva. This is in addition to the exceptional services Generator Associates
already provide including generator supply and sales, generator rental, and generator leasing. Not to mention all the
commissioning and maintenance services they offer their discerning clients.
All generator hire units incorporate 10-hour load running, with additional bunded bulk tanks an option on generator hire.
Generator Associates also provide manual and auto start control panels, transportation to site, installation, and testing.
This makes the addition of generator hire to Generator Associates services a sound option.
Various organisations have required generator hire recently be it for emergency or temporary power supply, plant
maintenance or even music events. Generator Associates will do everything their client requires, and if it cannot be
done in-house, they have numerous partners who will be able to help. They do it all, so the client can relax knowing the
project is in responsible and dedicated hands.
Their fresh new website www.generatorassociates.com details some of the world leading generator ranges they
provide. Including details of the most revolutionary part of what Generator Associates offer: their provision of UPS and
generators on bespoke long-term leasing packages.

For example, you can have a 365kva generator (delivered and

installed) for no more than £600 per month!
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Notes to Editors
Generator Associates Ltd are the fastest growing auxiliary power generation company in the UK, with over 20 years experience in all
aspects of backup power generation and finance. They supply a range of generators from 1kw to 3000kva, and offer leasing packages
to take the sting out of the tail of Capital Expenditure, spreading the financial outlay over an extended period, to generate a low fixed
monthly rental. To ensure clients requirements are fully met, they advise, supply, finance, and maintain a wide range of generators
and UPS from the worlds leading manufacturers including SDMO and Pramac.

